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ABSTRACT 

 

The objective of this dissertation is twofold. First, it aims to validate a self-report, 

sedentary behavior measure—known as the Sedentary Behavior Record (SBR)—that 

measures the contextual information of sedentary behavior. Second, it aims to evaluate 

the feasibility of using the contextual information of sedentary behavior to reduce 

sedentary behavior time. Regarding the first study, the goal is to validate the SBR against 

a criterion measure that uses a proxy for direct observation; the proxy here is an 

Autographer wearable camera. To establish evidence of validity (i.e., classification 

accuracy), the investigator compared images obtained from the camera with patient-

reported sedentary behavior status and activity classification. Researchers calculated the 

contingency (C) coefficients between the SBR and the Autographer. C coefficients were 

also compared across domains, types, time of day, and type of day. The findings show 

that the overall C coefficient between SBR and the Autographer was acceptable (C 

= .70).  

The purpose of the second study is to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of 

the tailored domain-specific sedentary behavior intervention. The evaluation, which is 

done using contextual information of sedentary behavior, is intended to reduce sedentary 

behavior time among adults. Participants’ sedentary behavior time was measured by 

accelerometers, and contextual information of their sedentary behavior was obtained 

from the SBR. The finding highlighted that the tailored domain-specific sedentary 

behavior intervention decreased sedentary behavior time for the 2-week intervention 
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period. The observed decrease of 74 minutes a day in objectively measured sitting time 

represented a medium effect size (0.56).  

Together, these two studies yield insights into the usefulness of contextual 

information of an individual’s sedentary behavior; they also helped justify the use of 

contextual information in health research and to come up with interventions to reduce 

sedentary behavior in physical activity. 
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CHAPTER I 

DISSERTATION INTRODUCTION 

 The physical, economic, and social environments of people living in modern 

society have been changing rapidly. These changes in transportation, workplace, and 

domestic-entertainment technologies have been associated with significantly-reduced 

demands for physical activity (Owen, Health, Matthews, & Dunstan, 2010). These 

reductions in the demands for physical activity have resulted in an increase of another 

class of health-related behaviors—sedentary behavior (Owen et al., 2010). 

 Sedentary behaviors include sitting during commuting and leisure time, and in the 

workplace and the domestic environment. Sedentary behavior is defined as all waking 

time behavior in a prolonged sitting/lying posture such as watching TV, working on a 

computer, or driving a car for which energy expenditure is low [<1.5 metabolic 

equivalent units (METs); Sedentary Behavior Research Network, 2012)]. Sedentary 

behavior can lead to poor health outcomes and is a risk factor for chronic diseases such as 

metabolic syndrome (Dunstan et al., 2005; Healy et al., 2008) and cardiovascular disease 

(Hamilton, Hamilton, & Zderic, 2007; Katzmarzyk, Church, Craig, & Bouchard, 2009). 

To prevent chronic disease therefore, public health officials have made reducing 

sedentary behavior time an important public health strategy. 

Accurate measurements of sedentary behavior are critical to establishing the 

relationship between sedentary behavior and health outcomes and to making effective 

interventions (Kang & Rowe, 2015). A variety of measures are available for sedentary 

behavior documentation including objective (e.g., energy expenditure and postural 
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classification devices) and self-report measures (e.g., questionnaires; Kang & Rowe, 

2015). Objective measures are effective for estimating sedentary behavior time in the 

free-living environment (Atkins et al., 2012). These measures, however, are relatively 

expensive (approximately $300 per unit), not appropriate for studies requiring large 

sample sizes, and fail to provide contextual information about the nature of sedentary 

behavior (Wijndaele et al., 2014).  

 Also, to assess sedentary behavior, researchers have developed self-report 

measures (i.e., questionnaires). Some of these questionnaires, such as IPAQ, provide total 

sedentary behaviors time using a single item. Other questionnaires have focused on more 

questions, but have a limited set of questions to cover only certain activities (e.g., TV 

viewing; Clark et al., 2009) or a particular domain (e.g., workplace sitting; Chau, Van der 

Ploeg, Dunn, Kurko, & Bauman, 2012; Clark et al., 2011). Some measures assess 

contextual information about sedentary behaviors through delayed recall (i.e., usual or 

last 7-day’s sedentary behavior; Marshall, Miller, Burton, & Brown, 2010; Rosenberg et 

al., 2010). Self-report measures of sedentary behavior, however, are limited to 

participants recalling their sedentary behavior accurately in the free-living environment 

because sedentary behavior is often not as structured and purposive as physical activity 

(Healy et al., 2011; Owen et al., 2010). 

An alternative solution for minimizing recall-based errors and capturing 

contextual information can be the self-report diary—one of the criterion measures for 

assessing physical activity (Kohl, Fulton, & Caspersen, 2000; Sirard & Pate, 2001). A 

self-report diary documents daily sedentary behavior, employing a retrospective coverage 
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strategy (Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford, 2008). This type of reporting method decreases the 

period that the participant must recall and thus limits potential recall bias. Compared to 

other self-report measures then, the diary-type measurement tool is able to not only 

measure sedentary behavior time accurately but also capture contextual information of 

sedentary behaviors.  

A recently developed diary-type sedentary behavior measure is the Sedentary 

Behavior Record (SBR). The SBR, which addresses the lack of contextual information in 

sedentary behavior, is used to document the amount and types of sedentary behavior in 

which a participant engages (Kang, Kim, Farnsworth, & Ragan, 2015). Health providers 

can use the added contextual information to develop individualized intervention strategies 

to reduce sedentary behaviors. Researchers (Kang et al., 2015; Kim, Farnsworth, Ryu, & 

Kang, 2015) have produced evidence of convergent validity with SBR using 

accelerometer data (Contingency coefficient [C] = .74 [meaningful range: .5 to 1 (Safrit 

& Wood, 1995)]). Researchers, however, have yet to address the accuracy of the 

classification of contextual information (i.e., agreement of domains and types of 

sedentary behavior between SBR and direct observation). Once researchers are able to 

capture the contextual information of sedentary behavior with a sedentary behavior 

measurement tool, they will be better able to plan a sedentary behavior intervention by 

targeting specific times or activities related to high sedentary behavior.  

Researchers have begun building several types of these interventions. Previous 

studies and reviews have highlighted the need of tailored sedentary behavior intervention 

using contextual information of sedentary behavior (Kang et al., 2015; Lakerveld et al., 
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2013; Owen et al., 2011; Teychenne, Ball, & Salmon, 2012). Only a small number of 

intervention studies, though, have included consultation with the use of contextual 

information of sedentary behavior. In addition, many interventions have not applied 

theoretical models despite evidence suggesting that interventions based on theory can be 

more effective (Gourlan et al., 2014; Ivers et al., 2012). In other words, interventions that 

did not use contextual information or that were not based on theory did not guarantee 

effectiveness of reducing sedentary behavior. Therefore, it is necessary to develop new 

tailored interventions that make use of contextual information and that are based on 

theory such as social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986) or behavioral choice theory 

(Rachlin, 1989). 

Statement of Purpose 

The overall goal of this project is twofold. First, it is to determine whether the 

Sedentary Behavior Record (SBR) instrument can be used to accurately capture 

contextual information of sedentary behavior. Second, it is to demonstrate that, by using 

contextual information of sedentary behavior obtained from the SBR instrument, one can 

create a tailored domain-specific sedentary behavior intervention. The purpose of the first 

study is to validate the SBR instrument—a diary-type sedentary behavior measure—

against a criterion measure through a proxy of direct observation. In this study, a criterion 

measure of the proxy for direct observation will be an Autographer wearable camera. To 

establish evidence of validity (i.e., classification accuracy), researchers will compare 

images obtained from the camera with patient-reported sedentary behavior status and 

activity classification. Researchers will then calculate the degree of agreement between 
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the SBR and the Autographer—the proxy for direct observation. Agreement will also be 

compared across domains, types, and time of day. 

The purpose of the second study is to examine the degree to which sedentary 

behavior time is reduced as the result of a tailored intervention for domain-specific 

sedentary behavior, with the intervention being based on the contextual information of 

sedentary behavior. We hypothesize that the intervention will decrease total sedentary 

behavior time in free-living.  

Together, these two studies will yield a better understanding of the usefulness of 

contextual information of an individual’s sedentary behavior; they will also help justify 

the use of contextual information in health research and to come up with interventions to 

reduce sedentary behavior in physical activity. 

Significance of Studies 

 The SBR can be used to capture contextual information of sedentary behavior, 

identifying when, where, and how sedentary behavior occurs. After establishing evidence 

of the validity of the SBR instrument, researchers utilizing contextual information will 

identify the effect of the sedentary behavior intervention. If found to be feasible and 

effective, this intervention could be implemented to help reduce sedentary behavior time.  
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Independent of being physically inactive, sedentary behavior is a major health 

risk. It is, in other words, an independent risk factor for poor health (Tramblay, Colley, 

Suanders, Health, & Owen, 2010). Excessive sedentary behavior levels can lead to poor 

health outcomes and are a risk factor for chronic diseases such as metabolic syndrome 

(Dunstan et al., 2005; Healy et al., 2008), cardiovascular disease (Hamilton et al., 2007; 

Katzmarzyk et al., 2009; Thorp et al., 2010; Warren et al., 2010), type 2 diabetes (Proper, 

Singh, Van Mechelen, & Chinapaw, 2011; Thorp, Owen, Neuhaus, & Dunstan, 2011), 

hypertension (Beunza et al., 2007), and obesity (Mitchell et al., 2009). Therefore, an 

important public health strategy to prevent chronic disease is that of reducing sedentary 

behavior time. This chapter covers the definition of sedentary behavior, sedentary 

behavior measurements, issues/challenges in self-report measures of sedentary behavior, 

and intervention to reduce sedentary behavior. 

Sedentary Behavior Defined 

In the past 10 years, researchers have considerably changed the definition of 

sedentary behavior. The term “sedentary” comes from the Latin sedere, meaning “to sit.” 

In early physical activity recommendations and physical activity epidemiology research, 

the term “sedentary” was synonymous with “inactive or low active” (Paffenbarger, Hyde, 

Wing, & Hsieh, 1986) or “inactive or irregularly active” (Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention, 1993). It is insufficient, however, to consider sedentary behavior to be a lack 
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of higher intensities of physical activity, as its attributes are distinct from physical 

activity (Owen et al., 2010).  

Owen (2010) defined sedentariness as “too much sitting as distinct from too little 

exercise.” More specifically, this newer definition has been characterized as prolonged 

sitting, requiring low levels of energy expenditure (1.0 – 1.5 METs). The Sedentary 

Behavior Research Network (2012) defined sedentary behavior as “any waking behavior 

characterized by energy expenditure ≤ 1.5 METs while in a sitting or reclining posture.” 

This updated definition involves both a postural aspect (sitting, reclining, or lying) and 

low levels of energy expenditure, while excluding light activity (e.g., quiet standing). 

Measures of Sedentary Behavior  

To continue the advancement of sedentary behavior research, it is critical to be 

able to accurately measure sedentary behavior, as doing so 1) establishes a relationship 

between sedentary behavior and health outcomes, 2) enables the planning of effective 

interventions to reduce sedentary behavior, and 3) informs public health messages related 

to sedentary behavior (Kang & Rowe, 2015). As human life expectancy increases and 

interest in health and well-being increases, it is crucial to extend current knowledge on 

the appropriate measurement of sedentary behavior in health outcome research 

(Rosenberger, 2012). 

Various measures are available for documentation of sedentary behavior, 

including objective (e.g., energy expenditure and postural classification devices) and self-

report measures (e.g., questionnaires). This literature review covers only self-report 

measures’ advantages, disadvantages, and issues. Previous literature reviews (Atkin et al., 
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2012; Kang & Rowe, 2015) have already described well such objective measures as 

energy expenditure devices (e.g., accelerometers) and posture classification devices (e.g., 

activPAL).  

Self-report measures (e.g., questionnaire) are practical for large-sample 

observational studies because of low administration cost and low participant burden 

(Sallis & Saelens, 2000). A number of self-report questionnaires have been developed to 

assess sedentary behavior. Some questionnaires such as IPAQ document sedentary 

behavior time using a single item. The use of a single-item questionnaire prohibits the 

collection of contextual information. Other questionnaires use a variety of questions; 

these are limited, though, to specific activities such as television viewing (Clark et al., 

2009) or a single domain (e.g., workplace sitting; Chau et al., 2012; Clark et al., 2011). 

Table 1 shows a summary of self-report measures of sedentary behavior questionnaires, 

including recall period, measuring domain, results of validity and reliability test, and 

criterion measure for validation. 

Issues/Challenges in Self-Report Measures of Sedentary Behavior 

In health research of the past, a sitting activity was less noticeable and less 

important than a physical one. While physical activity was measured in multiple ways by 

type, frequency, intensity, and duration, sedentary behavior was briefly assessed by a 

single question (e.g., Global Physical Activity Questionnaire [GPAQ], International 

Physical Activity Questionnaire [IPAQ]). In other words, a common approach to assess 

sedentary behavior was to ask a simple question (e.g., time spent sitting), one that was 

already included in a physical activity questionnaire. With a single question, the IPAQ 
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and GPAQ assess time spent sitting while at work, at home, while doing course work, 

and during leisure time on weekdays and weekend days. In time-constrained clinical 

practices, health providers used a brief assessment tool called Rapid Assessment Disuse 

Index (RADI; Shuval et al., 2014). It consists of three questions aimed at measuring 

sitting time as well as general moving about and stair-climbing behaviors. Specific to the 

workplace environment, the Occupational Sitting and Physical Activity Questionnaire 

(OSPAQ; Chau et al., 2012) asks participants to report how many hours they worked in 

the previous 7 days and the number of days they were at work. It subsequently asks for 

percent of time spent at work sitting, standing, and in physical activity. 

Because this approach provides only general information regarding the sitting 

time of an individual, it may not be a complete representation of sedentary behavior. 

Therefore, it can be challenging for researchers or health professionals to develop, based 

on this type of evidence, targeted behavior-change interventions to reduce sedentary 

behaviors. In other words, the tools that ask for overall sedentary behavior time provide 

insufficient data to inform intervention strategies for a complex set of behaviors. 

Measuring Contextual Information of Sedentary Behavior 

Researchers have recently developed measurement tools that assess sedentary 

behavior in terms of types (e.g., TV viewing, screen time, socializing) and domains (e.g., 

sitting at work/home, transportation). Such tools included the following: Sedentary 

Behavior Questionnaire (SBQ; Rosenberg et al., 2010), Marshall Sitting Questionnaire 

(Marshall, Miller, Burton, & Brown, 2010), SIT-Q (Lynch et al., 2014), and Longitudinal 

Aging Study Amsterdam (LASA) sedentary behavior questionnaire (Visser & Koster, 
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2013). The domains and types that these measurement tools measure are described in 

Table 1. Because the tools describe patterns of sedentary behavior, individualized and 

targeted interventions can more effectively target time spent in sedentary behavior. 

Although the aforementioned tools measure contextual information regarding sedentary 

behavior, these measures do not provide information on when specific sedentary 

behaviors occur. If we know more about the time that sedentary behaviors occur, we can 

develop more effective intervention by targeting specific times related to high levels of 

sedentary behavior.  

Criterion Measures as Validation Tools 

Measurement tools assessing contextual information of sedentary behavior may 

not have been validated by appropriate methods. Tools for measuring contextual 

information should be validated against the criterion measure that can assess contextual 

information. Nonetheless, most tools were verified by comparing them with tools that 

cannot measure contextual information (e.g., accelerometer, ActivPAL; Clark et al., 

2012; Gardiner et al., 2016; Rosenberg et al., 2010; Visser & Koster, 2013) except for the 

PDR (Kozey-Keadle et al., 2014) (i.e., they used direct observation). Therefore, it is 

important to validate a measurement tool that assesses the contextual information of 

sedentary behavior against an appropriate criterion measure that is capable of assessing 

contextual information.  

Recall Period 

Most sedentary behavior measurement tools ask for information concerning a 

respondent’s usual or last seven days of sedentary behavior (Chau et al., 2012; Gardiner 
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et al., 2011; Marshall et al., 2010; Shuval et al., 2014; Visser & Koster, 2013). However, 

sedentary behavior is not commonly structured and purposive like physical activity; 

rather, it occurs persistently throughout the day. This may negatively impact participants’ 

ability to recall accurately the amount of time spent in sedentary behaviors in free-living 

environments (Healy et al., 2011; Owen et al., 2010). To overcome this issue, researchers 

(Clark et al., 2013; Metthews et al., 2013) developed tools to measure the sedentary time 

of the previous day rather than a participant’s usual or last week of sedentary behavior. 

By using past-day recall of sedentary behavior time, the Past-day Adults’ Sedentary Time 

(PAST) questionnaire (Clark et al., 2013) measures sedentary behavior time through 

seven items—work, transport, TV, computer, electronic device, reading, hobby, and 

other. Similar to the PAST, the Previous-Day Recall (PDR; Kozey-Keadle et al., 2014) 

minimizes recall-based errors by decreasing the period that the participant must recall. In 

PDR, items to measure sedentary behavior are divided by location and purpose of 

sedentary behavior. 
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Interventions to Reduce Sedentary Behavior Time 

 In an attempt to reduce sedentary behavior, researchers have begun to build 

several types of interventions. These include the following: counseling (Aittasalo et al., 

2012; Gardiner et al., 2011; Lakerveld et al., 2013; Lewis et al., 2016), workplace-based 

intervention (Alkhajah et al., 2012; Chau et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2016; Hall et al., 2015; 

Pronk et al., 2012), incentive-based intervention (Ball et al., 2017), phone-based 

intervention (Kendzor et al., 2016; Urda et al., 2016), and pedometer (De Greef et al., 

2010; Kozey-Keadle et al., 2011).  Of these various types of interventions, researchers 

have developed many interventions based on counselling that require no installation of 

equipment or use of tools (Table 2). This type of intervention is based on theory, 

including social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986), behavioral choice theory (Rachlin, 

1989), ecological model of sedentary behavior (Owen et al., 2011).  

Counselling-type intervention not using contextual information of sedentary 

behavior. To reduce sedentary behavior time in older adults, Gardiner and colleagues 

(2011) used goal-setting, self-monitoring, and feedback strategies based on social 

cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986) and behavioral choice theory (Rachlin, 1989). In their 

study, participants decreased their sedentary time by 3.2%. To reduce TV watching, 

Raynor et al. (2013) applied similar strategies (e.g., self-monitoring and goal-setting). In 

their study, Raynor and colleagues instructed participants to gradually reduce TV 

watching time to 10 hours per week. They found that there was a significant condition-

by-time interaction, in which treatment group significantly reduced TV watching time by 

2.3 hours.  
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In contrast to such findings, Lakerveld et al. (2013) and Verweij et al. (2012) 

found no significant intervention effect for total sedentary behavior time. Lakerveld et al. 

(2013) used motivational interviewing and problem-solving treatment to reduce leisure-

time sedentary behavior in adults at risk of cardiovascular disease. They found that both 

treatment and control groups significantly reduced their sedentary behavior after 12 

months by 27 min/day and 19 min/day, respectively. Lakerveld and colleagues speculated 

that one of the reasons their research was ineffective might have been due to not using 

contextual information based on individual, social, or environmental factors. Verweij et 

al. (2012) developed an occupational health guideline aimed at preventing weight gain 

and reducing sedentary behavior. Based on the heath guideline, they offered behavioral 

change counselling with motivational interviewing. No significant intervention effect was 

found for total level of sedentary behavior and sedentary behavior in leisure time. 

Verweij and colleagues said this result may have been caused by the use of self-report 

measure and invalidated sedentary behavior questionnaire. In conclusion, the reduction of 

sedentary behavior was not always guaranteed by counseling-type interventions that 

made no use of contextual information of sedentary behavior. 

Counseling-type intervention using contextual information of sedentary 

behavior. Aittasalo et al. (2017) examined the effect of the Moving To Business (MTB) 

program on reducing sedentary behavior using goal-setting, education through workshop 

and meeting, and individualized consultation. In their study, participants measured their 

sedentary behavior time using the Workforce Sitting Questionnaire (items: travelling, 

work, watching TV, using a computer at home, and other leisure activities) at baseline. 
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Participants received individual consultation with this baseline information of sedentary 

behavior. The results showed that the time spent in sedentary behavior decreased by 16%. 

 Lewis et al. (2016) investigated the effectiveness and feasibility of their “Small 

Steps” intervention including an incremental goal setting to reduce sitting time. They also 

used strategies of review of participants’ sitting time, normative feedback on sitting time 

other than incremental goal setting. Participants received individualized consultation 

through a review of assessed sedentary time obtained from Multimedia Activity Recall 

for Children and Adults (MARCA; Ridley, Olds, & Hill, 2006). Lewis and colleagues 

concluded that objectively measured total sitting time was significantly reduced by 51.5 

minutes. In addition, participants self-reported spending 96 minutes less per day sitting 

and 32 minutes less per day watching television. 

Maher et al. (2017) examined the feasibility of sedentary behavior intervention 

including education via video, review of sedentary behavior, and goal setting. 

Participants reported the time spent sitting or lying down while engaging in each of the 

nine sedentary activities on an average weekday and average weekend day over the past 

week. Participants in the intervention group also reported an average decrease in 

weekday sedentary behavior of 132.6 min/weekday in the week following the delivery of 

group content.  
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Conclusion 

 Previous studies and reviews have highlighted the need of a tailored sedentary 

behavior intervention using contextual information of sedentary behavior (Kang et al., 

2015; Lakerveld et al., 2013; Owen et al., 2011; Teychenne, Ball, & Salmon, 2012). 

However, a limited number of intervention studies incorporated consultation with use of 

contextual information of sedentary behavior. Also, use of contextual information of 

sedentary behaviors was just one component in interventions, and these researchers did 

not evaluate the sole effect of contextual information on reducing sedentary behavior 

time. Lastly, even if the contextual information was utilized as part of an intervention to 

reduce sedentary behavior, most of that information was obtained from measurement 

tools that were validated through inappropriate methods. In other words, the tools for 

measuring contextual information needed to be validated against a criterion measure 

capable of assessing contextual information, yet most of these tools were verified by 

comparing them with tools incapable of measuring contextual information (e.g., 

accelerometer, ActivPAL). Therefore, it is necessary to develop a well-validated tool to 

measure contextual information of sedentary behavior. In addition, researchers need to 

examine how the reduction of sedentary behavior is affected by using contextual 

information of sedentary behavior. 
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CHAPTER III 

VALIDATION OF SEDENTARY BEHAVIOR RECORD INSTRUMENT AS A 

MEASURE OF CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION OF SEDENTARY BEHAVIOR 

Introduction 

Sedentary behavior has been defined as “any waking behavior characterized by 

energy expenditure ≤ 1.5 METs while in a sitting or reclining posture,” (Sedentary 

Behavior Research Network, 2012). It is a risk factor for such chronic diseases as 

metabolic syndrome (Dunstan et al., 2005; Healy et al., 2008), cardiovascular disease 

(Hamilton et al., 2007; Katzmarzyk et al., 2009; Thorp et al., 2010; Warren et al., 2010), 

type 2 diabetes (Proper, Singh, Van Mechelen, & Chinapaw, 2011; Thorp, Owen, 

Neuhaus, & Dunstan, 2011), hypertension (Beunza et al., 2007), and obesity (Mitchell et 

al., 2009).  

Accurate measurement of sedentary behavior is important 1) to establishing the 

relationship between sedentary behavior and health outcomes, 2) to planning effective 

interventions to reduce sedentary behavior, and 3) to informing public health messages 

related to sedentary behavior (Kang & Rowe, 2015). As human life expectancy increases 

and interest in health and well-being increases, it is crucial to extend the current 

knowledge on the appropriate measurement of sedentary behavior in health outcome 

research (Rosenberger, 2012). 

Sedentary behavior can be documented through various measures, including 

objective ones (e.g., energy expenditure and postural classification devices) and self-
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report ones (e.g., questionnaires). Objective measures of sedentary behavior are popular 

because of the relatively high reliability and validity of sedentary behavior estimates in 

the free-living setting compared with self-report measures (Atkin et al., 2012; Healy et 

al., 2011). These measures, however, are expensive, not practical for use with studies 

requiring large sample sizes, and they fail to provide contextual information about the 

nature of sedentary behaviors being performed (Wijndaele et al., 2014). Self-report 

measures are practical for large-sample observational studies because of low 

administration cost and low participant burden (Sallis & Saelens, 2000). A number of 

self-report questionnaires have been developed to assess sedentary behavior. Some 

questionnaires such as IPAQ use a single item to document sedentary behavior time. The 

use of a single-item questionnaire prohibits the collection of contextual information. 

Other questionnaires use a variety of questions, though these are limited to 

specific activities such as television viewing (Clark et al., 2009) or a single domain (e.g., 

workplace sitting; Chau et al., 2012; Clark et al., 2011).  

When developing new tools to measure sedentary behavior, it is important to 

understand the personal, social, and environmental factors that influence sedentary 

behaviors based on an ecological model of sedentary behavior (Owen et al., 2011). 

Interventions can be enhanced when contextual information (i.e., how, when, and where 

sedentary behavior occurs) is identified. Such information targets specific times or 

activities related to high sedentary behavior. A self-report measure assesses contextual 

information about sedentary behaviors through delayed recall (i.e., usual or last 7-day’s 

sedentary behavior; Marshall, Miller, Burton, & Brown, 2010; Rosenberg et al., 2010). 
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Recall-based measures of sedentary behavior are limited, however, as participants may 

not be able to accurately recall their sedentary behavior in the free-living environment. 

This is because sedentary behavior is often not as structured and purposive as physical 

activity (Healy et al., 2011; Owen et al., 2010). 

An alternative solution for minimizing recall-based errors and capturing 

contextual information may be the self-report diary, one of the criterion measures for 

assessing physical activity (Kohl et al., 2000; Sirard & Pate, 2001). Self-report diary 

documents sedentary behavior daily, employing a retrospective coverage strategy 

(Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford, 2008). This type of reporting method decreases the period 

that the participant must recall and thus limits potential recall bias. Therefore, to design 

more-effective personalized interventions, researchers need a diary-type measurement 

tool that captures the contextual information of sedentary behavior. 

To address the lack of contextual information in sedentary behavior, Kang, Kim, 

Farnsworth, and Ragan (2015) came up with the Sedentary Behavior Record (SBR) 

instrument. SBR is a diary-type sedentary behavior measure used to document the 

amount and types of sedentary behavior in which a participant engages. Evidence of 

convergent validity has been previously documented with SBR using accelerometer data 

(Kang et al., 2015; Kim, Farnsworth, Ryu, & Kang, 2015). What still needs to be 

examined is the accuracy of the classification of contextual information (i.e., agreement 

of domains and types of sedentary behavior between SBR and direct observation). 

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to establish evidence of validity (i.e., classification 

of accuracy) for the SBR instrument using a criterion measure through a proxy for direct 
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observation. In addition, classification of accuracy will be compared by participant 

characteristics (e.g., gender, BMI, work type, meeting physical activity guidelines). 

Method 

Participants 

 To identify the minimum number of participants required to achieve sufficient 

power, the investigator conducted a priori power analysis for Goodness-of-fit tests with 

contingency tables. It is recommended to use a medium effect size of 0.30 (Maxwell & 

Delaney, 2004) with an alpha of 0.05 and a power of 0.80 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). 

Based upon results of the power analysis, a minimum of 333 cases was suggested. In this 

study, a total of 4300 cells (cases) were computed, and the number of cases were enough 

to achieve sufficient power.   

Participating in this study were 27 adults (age ≥ 18; 15 male/12 female) with no 

physical or medical disabilities that could have hampered them from engaging in normal 

daily activities. All participants met with an investigator to review and sign the informed 

consent that was approved by a University’s Institutional Review Board.  

Instruments 

The Sedentary Behavior Record (SBR), developed by Kang et al. (2015), was an 

adaptation of the 3-day Physical Activity Record (Bouchard et al., 1983) for quantifying 

sedentary behavior time, and identifying contextual information of sedentary behavior in 

15-minute blocks. The SBR includes three modified domains—work-related sitting, non-

work related sitting and transport—and a choice of different activities under each 
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domain. These activities include 1) non-work related sitting (watching TV, 

computer/mobile/electronic device use, other), 2) work-related sitting (screen based [i.e., 

computer/electronic device use] and non-screen based), and transport (screen based [i.e., 

computer/electronic device use] and non-screen based). The modified domains and types 

in the SBR were adapted from the ecological model of sedentary behavior (Owen et al., 

2011) as well as other previous studies (Clark et al., 2013; Rosenberg et al., 2010; Visser 

& Koster, 2013). The SBR can measure all the components of sedentary behavior 

suggested by Tremblay, Colley, Saunders, Healy, and Owen (2010)—frequency, 

interruptions, total time, and type. As evidence of convergent validity with SBR, Kang 

and colleagues (2015) used accelerometer data (Contingency coefficient [C] = .74 

[meaningful range: .5 to 1]; Safrit & Wood, 1995).  

Drawing on the recommendations proposed by Kim, Welk, Braun, and Kang 

(2015), this study revised the original SBR to capture sedentary behavior in a minimum 

of 10-minute blocks. The modified online-version SBR is illustrated in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Sedentary Behavior Record (SBR) instrument 
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Criterion measure of sedentary behavior: Autographer. The Autographer 

(Oxford Metrics Group, plc., Oxford, UK) is a new type of camera which provides hands-

free image capturing. A small portable device (58g; 3.74 × 9.55 × 2.29cm), the 

Autographer incorporates five sensors (tri-axial accelerometer, magnetometer, ambient 

temperature, light level, and passive infrared) to determine the best moment to 

automatically capture the images without any user intervention. The camera may be worn 

around the neck using a lanyard provided by the manufacturer. The Autographer captures 

images using its five-megapixel wide angel (136° field of view) precision-optics lens. 

The battery life of the camera is dependent upon the image capture rate, which can 

capture up to 360 images per hour. Figure 2 offers samples of photos taken from the 

device. Validation of the Autographer as a criterion measure suggests that the absolute 

mean differences between starting and ending time of sedentary events between the 

Autographer and direct observation was 1.91 seconds (SD = 1.51) with a maximum bias 

range of ± 5 seconds during a 1-hour period (Kim et al., 2015). Therefore, in this study, 

the Autographer was considered a criterion measure of direct observation proxy. 
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Figure 2. Sample image of sedentary behavior from the Autographer. Reprinted from 

“Using the SenseCam to improve classifications of sedentary behavior in free-living 

settings,” by Kerr et al., 2013, American Journal of Preventive Medicine, 44(3), 290-296. 

Copyright 2013 by the American Journal of Preventive Medicine. 
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Procedure 

Participants were recruited from the U.S. Southeast via word of mouth and flyers 

posted on Middle Tennessee State University. Participants had an initial meeting with the 

investigators where they read and signed an informed consent that was approved by the 

University’s Institutional Review Board. Demographic information that was collected 

included age, sex, occupation, race, education, income, and self-reported height (cm) and 

body weight (kg).  

During the initial meeting with research investigators, participants were instructed 

on how to record their sedentary behavior through the SBR and on to assess their 

sedentary behavior time for four consecutive days including two weekdays and two 

weekend days for reliable data collection (Kang, Farnsworth & Kim, 2014). Throughout 

the measurement period, participants recorded their sedentary behavior using the SBR 

instrument every night.   

During the four-day data collection period, participants also wore an Autographer 

wearable camera as a proxy for direct observation. The Autographer camera was worn 

around the neck with a lanyard provided by the manufacturer. To maximize battery life, 

the image capture rate was set on the low setting, providing two images per minute (i.e., 

one every thirty seconds). This allowed for approximately 12 hours of data collection (2 

images x 60 minutes x 12 hours) resulting in approximately 1,440 images per day during 

waking hours. Participants were responsible for charging the camera each night using the 

USB cable provided. 
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Throughout the measurement period, participants were instructed to perform 

normal daily activities without any behavior modification, such as reducing sedentary 

behavior or increasing physical activity during the measurement period. To improve 

participant compliance with the study protocol, the investigator sent a daily reminder 

using their preferred method of contact (i.e., phone call, text message, or email). At the 

end of the four-day period, participants met with the investigator to turn in the 

Autographer wearable camera. 

Analysis 

Time-stamped images obtained from the Autographer were analyzed using the 

manufacturer’s software following the standardized coding protocol developed by Kerr et 

al. (2013). To classify sedentary behavior status in each image, the researcher considered 

visual cues in each image, cues that included limb positions, camera angles, and 

associated environments. Autographer data was aggregated into 10-minute intervals to be 

consistent with the SBR, where sedentary behavior classification was determined from 

the majority of activity that occurred within the 10-minute bout. Two independent 

observers classified each image. Discrepancies between the two observers were, when 

necessary, resolved by a third observer. Classification accuracy was calculated on the 

basis of the photographs provided from the participants; thus excluded from the analysis 

were the 10-miute cells when photographs were not provided. 

To establish evidence of decision validity (i.e., classification accuracy) through 

criterion-reference approach for the SBR, contingency (C) coefficients were calculated 

between the SBR and a proxy of direct observation (i.e., the Autographer). For C 
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coefficients, agreement (agree or no agree) was assessed between two measurements. A 

total of 4300 10-minute cells were compared based on identifiable images from the 

Autographer. In other words, cells without image data were excluded from the analysis. 

The C coefficients were also compared across domains, types, and time of day. A 

desirable C coefficient is .8 (Safrit & Wood, 1995). Additionally, independent sample t-

tests were used to compare C coefficients among participant characteristics (e.g., gender, 

BMI, work type, meeting physical activity guidelines). Alpha level was set at .0125 using 

the Bonferroni adjustment technique to account for multiple comparisons.  

Results 

A total of 30 adults with no physical or medical disabilities provided written 

informed consent. With the exception of three participants who felt uncomfortable 

wearing the Autographer due to privacy issue during the measurement period, 27 

participants completed this study. Table 1 presents the demographic characteristics of 27 

participants. 

Participants ranged in age from young to old (range: 20 to 64 years). The majority 

of participants were Asian/Pacific Islander, university-educated, office workers, and met 

the physical activity guidelines. 
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Table 1 

Demographic information of participants 

 Male (n = 15) Female (n = 12) Total (n = 27) 

Age (years) 34.5 ± 11.5 31.7 ± 11.6 33.3 ± 11.4 

Height (cm) 178.3 ± 5.0 163.0 ± 4.6 171.5 ± 9.1 

Weight (kg) 82.6 ± 14.3 62.3 ± 11.5 73.6 ± 16.5 

BMI (kg/m2) 26.1 ± 5.2 23.4 ± 3.9 24.9 ± 4.8 

Race    
     Asian/Pacific Islander    11 3 14 

     Black/African-American 2 2 4 

     White/Caucasian 3 6 9 

Education    
     High school 2 1 3 

     College 6 9 15 

     Graduate school 7 2 9 

Office worker    
     Yes 12 7 19 

     No 3 5 8 

Meeting PAG    
     Yes 10 7 17 

     No 5 5 10 

Note. PAG = physical activity guidelines. 
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Overall, C coefficient between SBR and criterion measures were acceptable (C 

= .70). C coefficients were computed for each domain (e.g., non-work related, work 

related, transportation) and each activity (e.g., watching TV, computer/mobile/electronic 

device use, screen based, non-screen based, etc.) under domains. Among all the domains, 

the highest C coefficient was reported for work-related sitting (C = .87). Lower C 

coefficient was reported for non-work related (C = .67) and transport (C = .69; Figure 3). 

Also, C coefficients ranged from .49-.91 among activities with the highest accuracy in 

work-related, screen-based sitting, yet the lowest accuracy was found in non-work related 

computer/mobile/electronic device use (Figure 4). 

In addition, C coefficients were computed for time of a day (e.g., morning, 

afternoon, evening), and type of day (e.g., weekday, weekend day). C coefficients for 

morning, afternoon, and evening were .71, .69, and .72, respectively (Figure 5). C 

coefficients for each time of a day were similar. C coefficients for weekday and weekend 

were .74 and .63, respectively (Figure 6). C coefficient was higher for weekday than for 

weekend.  

The independent t-tests were used to examine whether the C coefficients differed 

by characteristics (e.g., gender, BMI, work type, meeting physical activity guidelines). 

Alpha level was set at .0125. The results indicated that there are no differences in C 

coefficients by gender, t(25) = .070, p = .945, BMI, t(25) = .840, p = .409, work type, 

t(25) = .874, p = .390, and meeting physical activity guide lines, t(25) = .1.193,  p = .244.      
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Figure 3. Comparison of C coefficient between sedentary behavior domains.       
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Figure 4. Comparison of C coefficient among activities under sedentary behavior 

domains       
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Figure 5. Comparison of C coefficient between morning, afternoon, and evening hours.       
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Figure 6. Comparison of C coefficient between weekdays and weekend days   
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Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to establish evidence of validity (i.e., classification 

of accuracy) for the diary-type SBR instrument designed to assess contextual information 

of sedentary behavior using criterion measure through a proxy of direct observation. 

Overall, the C coefficient between the SBR and criterion measure (i.e., Autographer 

wearable camera) was acceptable (C = .70). The highest C coefficient was reported for 

work-related sitting (C = .87). The time (i.e., morning, afternoon, evening) did not 

influence C coefficient. C coefficient was higher for weekday (C = .74) than for weekend 

(C = .63). Neither were C coefficients affected by participant characteristics such as 

gender, race, education level, BMI, work type, meeting physical activity guidelines. 

C coefficient for work-related sitting was higher (C = .87) than non-work related 

sitting (C = .67) and transportation (C = .69), probably reflective of constant working 

hours during a day. It is consistent with the pattern of validity characteristics for a work 

day and a nonwork day seen in the Workforce Sitting Questionnaire (WSQ; Chau et al., 

2011). Among activities under domains, the highest C coefficient was for screen-based 

sitting under work-related sitting, and the lowest was C coefficient for 

computer/mobile/electronic use under non-work related sitting. The accuracy also seemed 

to change depending on whether the activities occurred intermittently or structurally. For 

screen-based working, office workers participated in this study could record their work-

related, screen-based sitting time accurately because their sitting was relatively 

structured. On the other hand, non-work related computer/mobile/electronic use occurs 

intermittently during a day, and thus participants might not be able to recall the time.   
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 Consistent with previous studies (Chau et al., 2011; Clemes et al., 2012; Marshall 

et al., 2009), classification accuracy (i.e., C coefficient) was lower for weekend days than 

for weekdays. In these previous studies, validity estimates on weekend were not 

acceptable or lower than on weekdays. The potential explanation of low validity 

estimates on weekends is that the nature of activities performed on weekends are variable 

and unstructured. 

Results of the independent t-tests indicated participants’ characteristics such 

gender, BMI, work type, and meeting physical activity guidelines did not influence 

classification accuracy. These results support that the SBR instrument measures the 

construct in the same way across groups, and thus, measurement invariance. In other 

words, the SBR can capture the contextual information of sedentary behavior well 

regardless of gender, BMI, work type, and meeting physical activity.  

There have been some previous efforts to identify the purpose of sedentary 

behaviors. Among them, some questionnaires ask contextual information of sedentary 

behavior to acquire information about where and how sedentary behaviors occur 

(Friedenreich et al., 2006; Marshall et al., 2010). These questionnaires typically ask how 

much time a participant spends in domains of sedentary behavior (e.g., workplace, home, 

leisure, transport). As noted above, however, these domain-specific questionnaires have 

not been validated properly (Helmerhorst et al., 2012; Shephard et al., 2003) due to lack 

of strong criterion measures that can measure contextual information of sedentary 

behavior. The gold standard for a criterion measure is direct observation, but this time-

consuming approach can be a burden on observers. An important strength of this study 
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then is the use of a proxy for direct observation (i.e., Autographer wearable camera) as a 

criterion measure. Capability of the Autographer capturing sedentary behaviors has 

already been validated by Kim et al. (2015). They demonstrated that absolute mean 

differences between starting and ending points of sedentary events between the 

Autographer and direct observation was only 1.91 seconds (SD = 1.51) with a maximum 

bias range of ± 5 seconds during a 1-hour period. They found only a few differences 

between Autographer and direct observation. Therefore, as a proxy for direct observation, 

the Autographer can be considered as a strong criterion measure. In addition, the study 

participants completed a four-day measurement period including 2 weekdays and 2 

weekend days. Therefore, the SBR can reflect participants’ normal routine life, and real 

use of the tool.    

There are some limitations of this study that should be considered. Participants of 

the current study were relatively young (33.3 ± 11.4 years). There were also only two 

participants over 60. Thus, the generalizability of this SBR instrument for use in older 

adults may be limited. To compensate for this issue, further research for old adults is 

needed. In addition, the SBR was diary-type instrument decreasing the period that the 

participants must recall and limiting potential recall bias. Even though we tried to 

minimize recall-based errors by using a diary-type instrument, an approximately 12-hour 

period might not be sufficiently brief to recall daily sedentary behavior time, as sedentary 

behaviors occur intermittently. In the future, it may be helpful to have online versions of 

the instrument or a mobile app with which people can record their sedentary behavior in 

real time. 
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In conclusion, this study’s results support the claim that the SBR has been 

validated in an appropriate approach to provide important contextual information of 

sedentary behavior. We suggest that the SBR measures total and domain-specific 

sedentary behavior time. This information can be used in studies that need to measure 

work-related sitting, screen-based sitting, or sitting time on transport for studies of the 

relationship between each sedentary behavior domain and health outcomes, and finally 

for intervention studies using contextual information of sedentary behavior.  
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CHAPTER IV 

THE FEASIBILITY OF TAILORED DOMAIN-SPECIFIC INTERVENTION 

USING CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION OF SEDENTARY BEHAVIOR ON 

REDUCING SEDENTARY TIME 

Introduction 

Sedentary behavior is defined as all waking time behavior spent in a prolonged 

sitting/lying posture for which energy expenditure is low (<1.5 METs). Such behavior 

includes watching TV, working on a computer, or driving a car (Sedentary Behaviour 

Research Network , 2012). Sedentary behavior may be conceptualized as being at the low 

end of the physical activity continuum above sleep (Tremblay et al., 2010). During the 

day, U.S. civilians spend on average approximately 55% of their time in sedentary 

behavior (Matthews et al., 2008). This is equivalent to approximately 7.7 hours per day. 

Many studies have demonstrated that sedentary behavior is a major health risk, 

independent of being physically inactive. Excessive sedentary behavior levels can lead to 

poor health outcomes and are a risk factor for chronic diseases such as metabolic 

syndrome (Dunstan et al., 2005; Healy et al., 2008) and cardiovascular disease (Hamilton 

et al., 2007; Katzmarzyk et al., 2009). Therefore, an important public health strategy to 

prevent chronic disease is to reduce sedentary behavior time. 

 In an attempt to reduce sedentary behavior, researchers have begun to build 

several type of interventions. These include the following: counseling (Aittasalo et al., 

2012; Gardiner et al., 2011; Lakerveld et al., 2013; Lewis et al., 2016), web-based 

interventions (Marshall, Leslie, Bauman, Marcus, & Owen, 2003; Plotnikoff, McCargar, 
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Wilson, & Loucaides, 2005), incentive-based intervention (Ball et al., 2017), portable 

pedal exercise machines (Carr, Walaska, & Marcus, 2011), face-to-face and phone-based 

coaching (Opdenacker & Boen, 2008 ), standing interventions (Gilson, Suppini, Ryde, 

Brown, & Brown, 2012; Speck, 2011; Speck & Schmitz, 2009), “walk-and-work” 

stations (Levine & Miller, 2007; Thompson, Foster, Eide, & Levine, 2007), and portable 

stepping devices (McAlpine, Manohar, McCrady, Hensrud, & Levine 2007).  

According to a systematic review (Gourlan et al., 2016), examining efficacy of 

theory-based physical activity intervention among adults, interventions based on theory 

can be more effective (d = 0.31, 95% CI [0.24, 0.37]). Drawing on particular theoretical 

models for behavioral change, constructs from Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986) 

and Behavioral Choice Theory (Rachlin, 1989) can be used to guide the development of 

interventions. From Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986), the self-effıcacy construct 

suggests the use of self-monitoring (which could be done using a simple daily sitting time 

record book) and setting realistic and measurable goals to ensure initial success (e.g., 

aiming to limit screen time outside of work to no more than 2 hours/day; standing during 

each TV advertisement break). In addition, the outcome expectancies construct would 

suggest highlighting the benefıts of reducing sedentary time (e.g., reduced muscle 

stiffness). From Behavioral Choice Theory, one could use providing reinforcement 

(rewards for goal attainment) and identifying enjoyable non-sedentary activities (e.g., 

dancing while listening to music, or standing up to paint or draw at an easel instead of 

sitting down).  
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In addition to applying theoretical background, understanding the correlates of 

sedentary behavior taking place in a specific domain is important to develop more 

effective interventions. Understanding specific domains (e.g., times or activities) related 

to high sedentary behavior time also requires research attention. This could be helpful to 

target interventions for high-risk subgroups, and knowing specific sedentary behaviors of 

the subgroups could help tailor interventions (Owen, 2011). Therefore, it is necessary to 

reflect the information obtained from identifying individual’s or particular group’s 

contextual information (i.e., where, when, and how sedentary behaviors occur) and the 

time spent in sedentary behavior in order to design the effective sedentary behavior 

intervention.  

To continue the advancement of sedentary behavior intervention, it is important 

for researchers to use theoretical background and contextual information of sedentary 

behavior. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to identify the feasibility of tailored 

domain-specific sedentary behavior intervention and its effect on reducing sedentary 

behavior time using contextual information of sedentary behavior. 

Methods 

Study Design 

In this study, we implemented a randomized controlled trial (RCT) examining the 

effect of tailored domain-specific intervention using contextual information of sedentary 

behavior on reducing sedentary behavior. Because there were variables that needed to be 

controlled and participants were enrolled continually during the current study, covariate 

adaptive randomization was used. In the covariate adaptive randomization, a new 
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participant was sequentially assigned to a particular group by taking into account the 

specific covariates (i.e., gender and BMI) and previous assignments of participants; this 

was to minimize imbalance of sample size among several covariates (Kang, Ragan, & 

Park, 2008). The design employed three intervention arms: (1) a tailored domain-specific 

sedentary behavior intervention using individual contextual information, (2) a standard 

sedentary behavior intervention only, and (3) a control group. Data collection of 

sedentary behavior time took place at 3 time-points over the course of three weeks—the 

baseline, 1st intervention week, and 2nd intervention week.  

Participants 

 To identify the minimum number of participants required to achieve sufficient 

power, the investigator conducted a priori power analysis for repeated measures ANOVA 

with within-between interaction. It is recommended to use a medium effect size of 0.25 

(Maxwell & Delaney, 2004) with an alpha of 0.05 and a power of 0.80 (Tabachnick & 

Fidell, 2013) without theory dictating and expected effect size. Based upon results of the 

power analysis, a minimum sample of 36 participants was suggested. Oversampling of 

10% was used to account for participant attrition resulting in a sample size of 40.  

As a result, participants in this study comprised 40 adults (age ≥ 18) with no 

physical or medical disabilities that would reduce engagement in normal daily activities. 

All participants met with an investigator to review and sign the informed consent 

approved by the University’s Institutional Review Board. 
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Procedure 

Participants were recruited from the U.S. Southeast via word of mouth and posted 

flyers. Figure 1 illustrates the timeline of intervention, intervention components, and 

measures. 

Visit 1. After signing the informed consent form, the investigator obtained 

anthropometric measurements including age, sex, race, education, income, occupation, 

and self-reported height (cm) and body weight (kg). During the initial meeting with 

research investigators, participants were instructed on how to record their sedentary 

behavior through online-based, diary-type questionnaire using Google Sheets. This was 

done so their sedentary behavior time could be assessed and the contextual information of 

sedentary behavior for 7-day baseline measurement period could be identified. To 

measure their sedentary behavior objectively, the investigator had participants wear an 

accelerometer. Written and verbal instructions were provided for wearing the device 

correctly. Throughout the baseline measurement period, participants wore the activity 

monitor and recorded their sedentary behavior daily using an online-based questionnaire. 

Participants were instructed to perform normal daily activities without any behavior 

modification, such as reducing sedentary behavior or increasing physical activity during 

the measurement period. To improve participant compliance with the study protocol, the 

investigator sent a daily reminder using their preferred method of contact (i.e., phone call, 

text message, or email).  
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Figure 1. Study procedure 
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Visit 2. Following completion of the 7-day baseline measurement, participants 

met with the investigator to review their sedentary behavior obtained from sedentary 

behavior questionnaire and turned in the activity monitors. The participants in the 

intervention groups began to receive interventions. Each participant received an activity 

monitor again to measure sedentary behavior time during first intervention week. Also, 

they recorded their sedentary behavior using online-based questionnaire every day. 

During the first intervention week, they were instructed to implement the behavioral 

strategies discussed with the investigator.  

Visit 3. After the 1st intervention week, participants returned the activity monitors 

and participants in the intervention groups received the intervention again for the 2nd 

intervention week. Participants’ sedentary behavior was measured by the online 

questionnaire and activity monitor for second intervention week.  

Visit 4. At the end of the 2nd intervention period, participants met with the 

investigator to turn in the activity monitors on visit 4. 

Intervention  

The primary aim of a 2-week tailored sedentary behavior intervention is to reduce 

sedentary behavior time using individuals’ contextual information of sedentary behavior. 

Basically, behavioral strategies to reduce sedentary behavior included educational 

meeting and materials, goal setting and feedback, and self-monitoring based on Social 

Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986) and Behavioral Choice Theory (Rachlin, 1989). Table 

1 describes the intervention elements. 
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Tailored domain-specific intervention group. In the initial education session 

(visit 2), the investigator educated participants about definition and prevalence of 

sedentary behavior, health benefits of reduced sedentary behavior, and suggestions to 

reduce sedentary behavior. On visits 2 and 3, for the tailored goal setting, each participant 

in this group was instructed to reduce specific sedentary behavior time targeting 

relatively frequent activities (e.g., TV viewing, sitting on desk) that individual’s 

sedentary behaviors occur.  

Individual contextual information of sedentary behavior (obtained from online-

based questionnaires) was used to guide the goal setting and suggest behavior (e.g., stand 

while talking on the phone, stand during commercials, stand at bus stops, take a 5-minute 

walk/stand break each hour, etc.). Self-monitoring was implemented by completing 

diary-type sedentary behavior questionnaire every day. 
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Table 1 

Elements of tailored sedentary behavior intervention 

Intervention 

Segment 
Description of intervention element 

Initial Education 

 Definition of sedentary behavior 

 Prevalence of sedentary behavior 

 Health benefits of reduced sedentary behavior 

Goal Setting 

 Establishing realistic goal based on assessed contextual 

information of sedentary behavior 

 Incremental goal setting during intervention period 

(reduce their sedentary behavior time by 30 and 60 

minutes at first and second intervention week, 

respectively) 

Feedback 

 Providing information on when, where, and how 

individual sedentary behavior occur frequently 

 Give motivation base on individual sedentary behavior 

patterns assessed 

Self-monitoring 
 Record individual sedentary behavior using SBR 

instrument 
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Standard intervention group. Basically, the standard intervention group 

received the same intervention as the tailored intervention group (e.g., education, goal 

setting, feedback, and self-monitoring) without the tailored goal setting and feedback 

based on individual contextual information of sedentary behavior. In other words, for 

goal setting, the investigator gave participants general advice only, not individualized 

advice.  

Control group. Participants in the control group were asked to perform normal 

daily activities without any behavior modification, such as reducing sedentary behavior 

or increasing physical activity during the intervention period.  

Aside from the key components of the intervention, the basic frame of these 

interventions was derived from the recommendations of previous studies, including three 

recent systemic reviews of sedentary behavior interventions (Martin et al., 2015; 

Gardiner et al., 2016; Prince et al., 2014). In these reviews, the authors have 

recommended use of interventions primarily aimed to reduce sedentary behavior only. 

Also, Lewis et al., (2016) demonstrated that use of incremental goal setting in 

interventions can reduce sedentary behavior time effectively. The 2-week period of the 

intervention was selected based on recommendation of relatively shorter intervention 

duration (e.g., ≤ 3 months; Martin et al., 2015) and the success of previous short-term 

sedentary behavior interventions (Evans et al., 2012; Fitzsimons et al., 2013; Gardiner et 

al., 2011; Maher et al., 2017; Urda et al., 2016).  
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Measure 

Sedentary Behavior Record (SBR). The SBR, developed by Kang et al. (2015), 

was an adaptation of the 3-day Physical Activity Record (Bouchard et al., 1983) for 

quantifying sedentary behavior time, and identifying contextual information of sedentary 

behavior in 15-minute blocks. The SBR includes three modified domains (work-related 

sitting, non-work related sitting and transport) and a choice of different activities under 

each domain—1) non-work related sitting (e.g., watching TV, 

computer/mobile/electronic device use, other), 2) work-related sitting (e.g., screen based 

i.e., computer/electronic device use] and non-screen based), and transport (e.g., screen 

based [i.e., electronic device use] and non-screen based). The modified domains and 

types in the SBR were adapted from ecological model of sedentary behavior (Owen et al., 

2011) as well as other previous studies (Clark et al., 2013; Rosenberg et al., 2010; Visser 

& Koster, 2013). All the components of sedentary behavior suggested by Tremblay, 

Colley, Saunders, Healy & Owen (2010)—frequency, interruptions, total time, and 

type—can be measured by the SBR. As evidence of convergent validity with SBR, Kang 

and colleagues (2015) used accelerometer data (Contingency coefficient [C] = .74 

[meaningful range: .5 to 1]; Safrit & Wood, 1995). In addition, for this study, the original 

SBR was revised to capture sedentary behavior in a minimum of 10-minute blocks, based 

upon the recommendations proposed by Kim, Welk, Braun, and Kang (2015). The 

modified SBR is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Online version of SBR 
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Actigraph. To assess sedentary behavior time, this study used the Actigraph 

GT3X accelerometer, which is a light and small (27 g; 3.8 × 3.7 × 1.8 cm) triaxial 

accelerometer. The Actigraph GT3X accelerometer provides valid and reliable estimates 

of sedentary behavior time in a free-living environment (Atkins et al., 2012; Healy et al., 

2011). A cutoff of < 100 counts/minute was chosen to categorize sedentary behavior 

time. Non-wear time was defined as intervals of at least 60 consecutive minutes of zero 

counts. To be considered valid, days of data collection required at least 10 hours of wear 

time (Toriano et al., 2008). Participants were instructed to secure the accelerometer to the 

right hip at the waistline. Also, participants wore the accelerometer during all waking 

time and removed it during water-based activities (e.g., bathing, swimming).  

Analysis 

All data management and analyzes were conducted using SAS version 9.4 and 

SPSS version 23. Descriptive statistics were expressed as frequencies with percentage 

and means ± standard deviations to summarize characteristics about participants and the 

dependent variables. Statistical significance was set at .05. Comparison among the three 

groups was conducted for changes in total time spent in sedentary behavior time using 

two-way (Group × Time) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The effects 

of group (tailored sedentary behavior intervention vs standard intervention vs control), 

time (baseline, 1st intervention week, 2nd intervention week), and their interactions were 

tested. A significant Group × Time interaction was hypothesized with the intervention 

group decreasing sedentary behavior time over time. The data was split by groups and 

simple effects repeated measures ANOVAs were analyzed to assess the effect of each 
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intervention. In order to correct for violating the assumption of sphericity, Greenhouse-

Geisser corrected statistics (G-G p) were reported.  

Results 

A total of 43 adults with no physical or medical disabilities provided written 

informed consent. This study included only 36 participants who wore the Actigraph 

during at least 10 hours per day for at least four days (3 weekdays and 1 weekend day). 

Table 2 presents the demographic characteristics of 36 participants who completed this 

study. Participants ranged in age from young to middle-aged (19 to 58 years). The 

majority of participants were White/Caucasian, university-educated, non-office workers, 

and met physical activity guidelines.  

In the tailored domain-specific intervention group, the investigator consulted with 

each participant based on his/her contextual information of sedentary behavior obtained 

from the SBR.  Participants were instructed to reduce different types of sedentary 

behavior time: reducing work-related screen based sitting (n = 20), TV viewing (n = 8), 

computer/mobile/electronic use (n = 7), and other sitting (e.g., reading, eating, 

socializing) (n = 3).  

 Shown in Table 3 are descriptive statistics for the sedentary behavior time of each 

group at all measurement points. To compare the sedentary behavior time throughout 

measurement period among groups, the investigator used a two-way repeated measures 

ANOVA with group (standard intervention, tailored domain-specific intervention, 

control) as a between-subject factor and measurement point (baseline, 1st intervention 

week, 2nd intervention week) as a within-subject factor. A family-wise alpha of .05 was 
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used. There was a significant interaction between group and measurement time point, F 

(3.9, 63.6) = 3.94, MSE = 2079.74, G-G p = .007, η2
p = .193. Also, there was significant 

main effect for measurement time, F (1.9, 63.6) = 5.03, MSE = 2079.74, G-G p = .010, 

η2
p = .132, while there was no significant main effect for group, F (2, 33) = 0.10, MSE = 

10238.20, G-G p = .902, η2
p = .006. 

One-way ANOVAs (α = .0167) and Tukey pairwise comparisons (see Table 4) 

were used to compare the mean sedentary behavior time between groups for each time 

point. Sedentary behavior time did not differ among groups at the baseline measurement, 

F (2, 33) = 2.02, MSE = 3457.57, p = .149, η2
p = .109; at the 1st intervention week, F (2, 

33) = 0.79, MSE = 5073.76, p = .464, η2
p = .045; and at the 2nd intervention week, F (2, 

32) = 1.03, MSE = 5717.40, p = .367, η2
p = .059.  

 One-way repeated measures ANOVAs (α = .0167) and Sidak pairwise 

comparisons (see Table 5) were used to compare the sedentary behavior time between 

time points within each group. Sedentary behavior time at baseline, 1st intervention week, 

and 2nd intervention week were similar for the control group, F (1.7, 18.9) = 0.48, MSE = 

3069.37, G-G p = .597, η2
p = .042. Also, the sedentary behavior time of the standard 

intervention group at each week was similar, F (1.8, 20.1) = 1.76, MSE = 2033.56, G-G p 

= .198, η2
p = .138. On the other hand, the sedentary behavior time differed by time for 

tailored domain-specific intervention group, F (1.7, 18.8) = 14.00, MSE = 1783.64, G-G 

p < .001, η2
p = .560. For the tailored domain-specific intervention group, the sedentary 

behavior time at the 1st and 2nd intervention weeks were less than sedentary behavior time 

at baseline (see Figure 3).  
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Table 2     
Demographic characteristics of participants in baseline 

 

Control  

(n = 12) 

Standard 

(n = 12) 

Tailored 

(n = 12) 

Total  

(n = 36) 

Gender     
    Male 7 7 7 21 

    Female 5 5 5 15 

Age (year) 29.2 ± 12.8 29.6 ± 10.4 30.3 ± 6.7 29.7 ± 10.0 

Height (cm) 171.0 ± 8.6 174.2 ± 8.4 170.2 ± 8.6 171.8 ± 8.5 

Weight (kg) 74.0 ± 16.1  76.7 ± 12.9 69.4 ± 12.1 73.4 ± 13.8 

BMI (kg/m2) 25.2 ± 4.8 25.1 ± 3.2 23.8 ± 2.8 24.7 ± 3.6 

Race     

    Asian/Pacific Islander 2 2 2 6 

    Black/African-American 3 4 2 9 

    Latino/Latina 1 0 0 1 

    White/Caucasian 6 6 8 20 

Education     

    High School 2 1 0 3 

    College 7 9 9 25 

    Graduate School 2 2 3 7 

    Other 1 0 0 1 

Office worker     

    Yes 4 4 7 15 

    No 8 8 5 21 

Income     

    Between $5,000 to $34,999  2 2 3 7 

    Between $35,000 to $49,999 4 3 1 8 

    Between $50,000 to $74,999 2 4 3 9 

    $75,000 and greater 2 1 5 8 

    Don’t know 2 2  4 

Marital status     

    Yes (married) 3 4 8 15 

    No (not married) 9 8 4 21 

Meeting PAG     

    Yes 9 11 8 28 

    No 3 1 4 8 

Note. BMI = body mass index, PAG = physical activity guidelines 
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Table 3 

Descriptive Statistics for sedentary behavior time of each group at 3 time-point 
   95% CI 

Group Time Mean Lower Upper 

Control 

Baseline 503.13 466.46 539.80 

1st 515.48 471.11 559.86 

2nd 525.26 478.13 572.39 

Standard 

intervention 

Baseline 527.07 491.97 562.19 

1st 497.66 455.18 540.15 

2nd 499.27 454.14 544.39 

Tailored 

domain-specific 

intervention 

Baseline 551.54 516.43 586.66 

1st 477.41 434.93 519.90 

2nd 479.60 434.48 524.72 

Note. CI = confidence interval. 
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Table 4 

Comparisons for sedentary behavior time among intervention groups 

   95% CI 

I J Mean diff lower Upper 

Baseline     
Control Standard -23.94 -96.93 49.04 

Control Tailored -48.41 -121.40 24.57 

Standard Tailored -24.47 -95.85 46.91 

1st intervention week 

Control Standard 17.82 -70.50 106.13 

Control Tailored 38.07 -50.24 126.38 

Standard Tailored 20.25 -66.12 106.63 

2nd intervention week 

Control Standard 25.99 -67.80 119.79 

Control Tailored 45.66 -48.14 139.45 

Standard Tailored 19.66 -72.07 111.40 

Note. CI = confidence interval 
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Table 5 

Comparisons for sedentary behavior time among time points 
   95% CI 

I J Mean diff lower Upper 

Control 

   Baseline 1st intervention week -12.348 -107.144 82.447 

   Baseline 2nd intervention week -22.127 -89.514 45.259 

   1st intervention week 2nd intervention week -9.779 -86.408 66.850 

Standard intervention 

   Baseline 1st intervention week 29.41 -21.16 79.98 

   Baseline 2nd intervention week 27.81 -35.62 91.24 

   1st intervention week 2nd intervention week -1.60 -67.77 64.57 

Tailored domain-specific intervention 

   Baseline 1st intervention week 74.13* 9.13 139.14 

   Baseline 2nd intervention week 71.94* 22.51 121.38 

   1st intervention week 2nd intervention week -2.19 -50.25 45.87 

Note. CI = confidence interval; *p < .0167 
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Figure 3. Sedentary behavior time for control group at 3 time-points. 
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Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of the 

tailored domain-specific sedentary behavior intervention using contextual information of 

sedentary behavior, so as to reduce such behavior time among adults. The results indicate 

the tailored domain-specific sedentary behavior intervention decreased sedentary 

behavior time. The observed decrease of 74 minutes a day in objectively measured sitting 

time represented a medium effect size (0.56). In contrast, the standard sedentary behavior 

intervention showed no statistically significant effect.  

Reduction in sedentary behavior time from tailored domain-specific intervention 

may be attributable to the customized approach that allowed the participants to 

effectively understand information about their sedentary behavior. In other words, 

participants were able to effectively reduce their sedentary behavior time when they 

received information about when, where, and how their sedentary behaviors occurred. 

Previous studies and reviews have highlighted the need of tailored sedentary behavior 

intervention using contextual information of sedentary behavior (Kang et al., 2015; 

Lakerveld et al., 2013; Owen et al., 2011; Teychenne, Ball, & Salmon, 2012). The 

findings presented here offer support to the suggestions of previous studies and reviews. 

There was no statistically significant reduction in sedentary behavior time in the 

standard intervention group even though sedentary behavior time tended to decrease 

during the three-week measurement period (28 minutes/day). This result was not 

consistent with previous studies using interventions involving the same components (e.g., 

education, goal setting, feedback, self-monitoring) used in the current study. Adams et al. 
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(2013) demonstrated their 6-week intervention reduced sedentary behavior time by 12 

minutes/day. Raynor et al. (2013) showed their 8-week intervention decreased sedentary 

behavior time by 2.3 hours/day. These inconsistent results may be due to differences of 

intervention length. The current study had a relatively short 2-week intervention period 

that might have resulted in a nonsignificant effect of the sedentary behavior intervention. 

We used a 2-week intervention based on the previous successful 2-week intervention 

developed by Gardiner et al. (2011). In the current study, however, participants’ 

characteristics differed from those Gardiner and colleagues’ study. In the current study, 

participants were relatively young participants (29.7 ± 10.0 years), ranging in age from 

19 to 58, and their average BMI (24.7 ± 3.6) fell within the normal range. On the other 

hand, Gardiner et al., (2011) reported their participants were older adults (> 60 years). 

Participants in Raynor et al., (2013) study were sedentary adults (watch ≥16 hours of TV 

per week, and engage in ≤100 minutes of MVPA per week) who ranged from overweight 

to obese (25 kg/m2 < BMI < 40 kg/m2). Also, Adams et al. (2013) reported their 

participants were from 35 to 85 years old with a BMI > 25. Differences among 

participants’ age and BMI may influence study results as these demographic 

characteristics are known correlates of sedentary behavior time (Dikerson et al., 2011; 

Matthews et al., 2008).  

Some researchers have demonstrated that interventions using contextual 

information of sedentary behavior were effective at reducing sedentary behavior 

(Aittasalso et al., 2017; Lewis et al., 2016; Maher et al., 2017). In their studies, however, 

the use of contextual information of sedentary behaviors was just one component in 

interventions, and the authors did not evaluate the effect of contextual information alone 
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on reducing sedentary behavior time. The current study has demonstrated the sole effect 

of contextual information of sedentary behavior by comparing it with a standard 

intervention.  

There are some limitations to this study that should be considered. Participants 

were relatively young (29.7 ± 10.0 years), the oldest being 58. Thus, the generalizability 

of this SBR instrument for use in older adults may be limited. Further research with old 

adults and other population is needed. In addition, the intervention period of the current 

study was relatively short (i.e., two weeks) because this study was intended to examine 

the feasibility of a tailored domain-specific intervention. Therefore, it was not possible to 

evaluate the long-term effect of the intervention. In the future, to assess the sustainability 

of the intervention effect, we need to investigate its effectiveness with follow-up 

measures. 

In conclusion, we found the tailored domain-specific sedentary behavior 

intervention using contextual information of sedentary behavior was feasible and 

acceptable to adults. While we still do not know the long-term effectiveness of the 

tailored domain-specific intervention, there is potential to reduce sedentary behavior by 

using contextual information regarding it. The promotion of verified effective strategies 

to reduce sedentary behavior time may lead to sustainable improvements in health 

benefits.  
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CHAPTER V 

OVERALL CONCLUSION 

 Sedentary behaviors include sitting during commutes and leisure time, in the 

workplace, and in domestic environments. Sedentary behavior is defined as all waking 

time behavior in a prolonged sitting/lying posture such as watching TV, working on a 

computer, or driving a car for which energy expenditure is low (<1.5 metabolic 

equivalent units [METs]; Sedentary Behavior Research Network, 2012). Sedentary 

behavior can lead to poor health outcomes and is a risk factor for chronic diseases such as 

metabolic syndrome (Dunstan et al., 2005; Healy et al., 2008) and cardiovascular disease 

(Hamilton, Hamilton, & Zderic, 2007; Katzmarzyk, Church, Craig, & Bouchard, 2009). 

To prevent chronic disease therefore, public health officials have made it an important 

public health strategy to reduce sedentary behavior time. 

Accurate measurement of sedentary behavior is important 1) to establishing the 

relationship between sedentary behavior and health outcomes, 2) to planning effective 

interventions to reduce sedentary behavior, and 3) to informing public health messages 

related to sedentary behavior (Kang & Rowe, 2015). As human life expectancy increases 

and interest in health and well-being increases, it is crucial in health outcome research to 

extend the current knowledge on appropriate measurements of sedentary behavior 

(Rosenberger, 2012).  

The first study was entitled “Validation of sedentary behavior record instrument 

as a measure of contextual information of sedentary behavior.” It established evidence of 

validity (i.e., classification of accuracy) for the SBR instrument using a criterion measure 
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captured through a proxy for direct observation. Interventions to reduce sedentary 

behavior time can be enhanced when health providers can identify contextual information 

(i.e., how, when, and where sedentary behavior occurs). Such information targets specific 

times or activities related to high sedentary behavior. A self-report measure assesses 

contextual information about sedentary behaviors through delayed recall (i.e., usual or 

last 7-day’s sedentary behavior; Marshall, Miller, Burton, & Brown, 2010; Rosenberg et 

al., 2010). An alternative solution for minimizing recall-based errors and capturing 

contextual information may be the self-report diary, one of the criterion measures for 

assessing physical activity (Kohl et al., 2000; Sirard & Pate, 2001). Self-report diary 

documents sedentary behavior daily, employing a retrospective coverage strategy 

(Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford, 2008). This type of reporting method decreases the period 

that the participant must recall and thus limits potential recall bias.  

To address the lack of contextual information in sedentary behavior and potential 

recall bias, Kang, Kim, Farnsworth, and Ragan (2015) created the Sedentary Behavior 

Record (SBR) instrument. SBR is a diary-type sedentary behavior measure used to 

document the amount and types of sedentary behavior in which a participant engages. 

Evidence of convergent validity has been previously documented with SBR using 

accelerometer data (Kang et al., 2015; Kim, Farnsworth, Ryu, & Kang, 2015). What still 

needed to be examined prior to this study was the accuracy of the classification of 

contextual information (i.e., agreement of domains and types of sedentary behavior 

between SBR and direct observation). Therefore, in the first study, we established 

evidence of validity (i.e., classification of accuracy) for the SBR instrument using a 

criterion measure through a proxy for direct observation.  
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Overall, the C coefficient between the SBR and criterion measure (i.e., 

Autographer wearable camera) was acceptable (C = .70). This study’s results support the 

claim that the SBR has been validated appropriately as a means of providing important 

contextual information of sedentary behavior. We suggest that the SBR measures total 

and domain-specific sedentary behavior time. This information can be used in studies that 

need to measure work-related sitting, screen-based sitting, or sitting time on transport; in 

studies of the relationship between each sedentary behavior domain and health outcomes; 

and finally for intervention studies using contextual information of sedentary behavior.  

The second study was entitled “The feasibility of tailored domain-specific 

intervention using contextual information of sedentary behavior on reducing sedentary 

time.” It examined the feasibility and effectiveness of the tailored domain-specific 

sedentary behavior intervention using contextual information of sedentary behavior, so as 

to reduce such behavior time among adults. In an attempt to reduce sedentary behavior, 

researchers have begun to build several types of interventions. These include the 

following: counseling (Aittasalo et al., 2012; Gardiner et al., 2011; Lakerveld et al., 2013; 

Lewis et al., 2016), web-based interventions (Marshall, Leslie, Bauman, Marcus, & 

Owen, 2003; Plotnikoff, McCargar, Wilson, & Loucaides, 2005), incentive-based 

intervention (Ball et al., 2017), portable pedal exercise machines (Carr, Walaska, & 

Marcus, 2011), face-to-face and phone-based coaching (Opdenacker & Boen, 2008 ), 

standing interventions (Gilson, Suppini, Ryde, Brown, & Brown, 2012; Speck, 2011; 

Speck & Schmitz, 2009), “walk-and-work” stations (Levine & Miller, 2007; Thompson, 

Foster, Eide, & Levine, 2007), and portable stepping devices (McAlpine, Manohar, 

McCrady, Hensrud, & Levine 2007).  
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Understanding specific domains (e.g., times or activities) related to high sedentary 

behavior time also requires research attention. This could be helpful to target 

interventions for high-risk subgroups; moreover, knowing specific sedentary behaviors of 

the subgroups could help tailor interventions (Owen, 2011). Therefore, it is necessary to 

reflect the information obtained from identifying an individual’s or a particular group’s 

contextual information (i.e., where, when, and how sedentary behaviors occur) and the 

time spent in sedentary behavior in order to design the effective sedentary behavior 

intervention.  

The second study’s results indicated the tailored domain-specific sedentary 

behavior intervention decreased sedentary behavior time. The observed decrease of 74 

minutes a day in objectively measured sitting time represented a medium effect size 

(0.56). In contrast, the standard sedentary behavior intervention showed no statistically 

significant effect. Reduction in sedentary behavior time from tailored domain-specific 

intervention may be attributable to the customized approach that allowed the participants 

to effectively understand information about their sedentary behavior. In other words, 

participants were able to effectively reduce their sedentary behavior time when they 

received information about when, where, and how their sedentary behaviors occurred. 

Previous studies and reviews have highlighted the need of tailored sedentary behavior 

intervention using contextual information of sedentary behavior (Kang et al., 2015; 

Lakerveld et al., 2013; Owen et al., 2011; Teychenne, Ball, & Salmon, 2012). The 

findings presented here offer support to the suggestions of previous studies and reviews. 
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Some researchers have demonstrated that interventions using contextual 

information of sedentary behavior are effective at reducing sedentary behavior (Aittasalso 

et al., 2017; Lewis et al., 2016; Maher et al., 2017). In the interventions studies, however, 

the use of contextual information of sedentary behaviors was just one component, and the 

authors did not evaluate the effect of contextual information alone on reducing sedentary 

behavior time. The current study has demonstrated the sole effect of contextual 

information of sedentary behavior by comparing it with a standard intervention. We 

found the tailored, domain-specific sedentary behavior intervention using contextual 

information of sedentary behavior was feasible for and acceptable to adults. While we 

still do not know the long-term effectiveness of the tailored domain-specific intervention, 

there is potential to reduce sedentary behavior by using contextual information regarding 

it. The promotion of verified effective strategies to reduce sedentary behavior time may 

lead to sustainable improvements in health benefits.  

In conclusion, the studies contained in this dissertation are the results of efforts to 

improve the self-report measures for sedentary behavior and the intervention to reduce 

sedentary behavior time. We do not believe that this project is the first to address the 

sedentary behavior measurement tool measuring the contextual information of sedentary 

behavior and the intervention using the contextual information to reduce sedentary 

behavior time. However, our diary-type instrument was well-validated by a proxy for 

direct observation, and the sole effect of using contextual information on reducing 

sedentary behavior time appears to be a useful resource when measuring work-related 

sitting, screen-based sitting, or sitting time on transport for studies of the relationship 
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between each sedentary behavior domain and health outcomes, and finally for 

intervention studies using contextual information of sedentary behavior.  
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